The origin of nocturnal intragastric pH rises in healthy subjects.
Duodenogastric reflux (DGR) can produce transient increases in gastric luminal pH. It has been proposed that intragastric pH-metry is a reliable method for the detection of DGR. Our aim was to test the hypothesis that nocturnal increases in antral pH are due solely to DGR. Gastric pH was monitored overnight using two glass pH electrodes, one in the antrum adjacent to the tip of a nasogastric tube and one in the corpus. Scheduled antral aspirations were performed hourly to determine base-line concentrations of total bile acids (TBA; a marker of DGR) and thiocyanate (SCN; a marker of swallowed saliva). Additional, triggered aspirations were performed if antral pH exceeded 3.0 for 1 min or more (PHAP; period of high antral pH). TBA and SCN were considered to be increased if they exceeded the 90th percentile of values determined in scheduled aspirates (TBA, 0.88 mM; SCN, 0.67 mM). In 28 of the 62 samples whose aspiration was triggered by a PHAP the pH was less than 3.0, and the sample was not considered to be representative. In the remaining 34 samples the antral luminal pH and the sample pH were concordant; TBA alone was increased in 6 samples, SCN alone was increased in 6 samples, and TBA and SCN were both increased in another 3 samples. Thus, DGR and swallowed saliva alone or in combination accounted for only 15 (45%) of the PHAP in which adequate gastric samples were obtained. Samples of gastric antral contents often do not reflect accurately the acidity of gastric fluid in contact with a luminal antral pH electrode. Nocturnal increases in antral pH, detected by a luminal electrode, are frequently due to mechanisms other than duodenogastric reflux or swallowed saliva. Thus, antral pH-metry is not suitable for monitoring the occurrence of duodenogastric reflux.